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Osrs big chompy bird hunting quick guide

Table Content 1.0 - Introduction You've Always Wanted a Cool Looking Hat with colorful feathers on it? Well, here's your chance: Chompy Bird Hunt. To be able to play this mini-game, you have to complete Big Chompy Bird Hunting. This mini-game is fun but very time consuming. 2.0 - Search Chompies there are two methods that you
can use to reach the most popular place of Chompy birds. In addition, there are two places where you can vary chompy birds. The most commonly used location is located south of the Ranza Cave. A relatively unknown location is located near teak trees southwest of the Castle Wars. This place has a lot of wading toads, but no wolves to
kill, discouraging your ability to fletch ogre arrows nearby. However, it's closer to the jar, and the result is the best place for this mini-game, provided you have enough Ogre arrows to last long enough. Method 1 - Teleporting The easiest method to date is that teleportation at the Castle Wars Arena using a duel ring. Just rub the ring and
select Castle Wars, and you will appear near the bank in the lobby, where you can remove the necessary supplies. Get out of the lobby, move south and continue south past Giggig, then head either west (to a relatively unused location) or southeast to Rancha Cave. Alternatively, you can use the Teleport Watchtower, requiring level 58
magic, and walk through Yanille, and south of Gu'Tanoth to the hunting grounds. Method 2 - Gnome Glider After completing the One Small Favor quest, you can use Gnome Glider to reach Lemantolly Undri, or, Feldip Hills. This glider overlooks south of Gu'Tanot, very close to the Hunting Grounds. As soon as you get there, just head
east. However, you should withdraw all your items in front of hand to save you having to walk to the Castle Wars Bank before you start, make sure you have all the necessary items marked below to save some time. Inventory you will always need these items with you when you go Chompy Hunting. Ogre Bellows Ogre Bow or composite
bow of at least 500 feathers (only if you plan to make your arrows before and between hunts) Chisel Knife Dragonhide Armor Glory Amulet or Ring Duels. Mithril Axe or Better Extra Elements 1000 Ogre Arrows (you can do more while you're there) Brutal Arrows; Any type of Composite Ogre Bow (this bow requires completion of the flesh-
eating zgre. It's faster than the usual Ogre bow.) Good weapon - kill wolves 3.0 - Hunting Now that you've reached the hunting grounds, it's time to start hunting. Prepare If you've already brought your Ogre arrows, you may miss the forward to the baiting section. For those who have not brought pre-made arrows Ogre: do not worry. You
can do right next to the hunting grounds. Use your Ogre Bellows on a swampy bubble, use furs on a marsh toad, toad, pick it up. Repeat this process three times. Also keep in mind that you can get more than one fur to save time. As long as you don't have any other furs in your inventory, you can go back to your chest and get another
one. Making Ogre Arrows You only have feathers, now what to do? Well, don't worry: you have everything you need to make arrows nearby. To the west of the hunting grounds is a swamp, and around it you will see a cluster of trees Aceh. Cut out as many Achey logs as you want and use a knife on them to get Ogre ramparts (each
magazine makes a random number of 2-6 shafts). Keep doing this until you have at least 100 shafts. Now for arrowheads; skulking around the swamp some level 64 Grey wolves. Own your weapon and attack it. When they're killed, take their bones. Use a chisel on the bones to make arrowheads. Repeat this process until you have an
almost equal number of shafts and arrowheads (similar to shafts, each bone makes a random number of 2-6 arrowheads) the same process as fletching regular arrows is applied here: use feathers on the mines (each shaft requires 4 feathers) and then use arrowheads on headless arrows. Now you have your Ogre Arrows. Start hunting
Drop one inflatable toad in one of three different locations in the hunting area. Now stand far enough to be out of sight of Chompy, but still be able to see the marsh toads. If you're planning a mass killing of Chompies, drop a few, and use a composite bow. When The Chompy Bird appears, a yellow arrow will hover over it. Kill this chompy
with a huge arrow and bow, then jump and pick up the features, any dropped arrows, and rip off the chompy. Your bow will automatically record the kill, which you can see as well. Note that you can't pick up the swamp toads that remain as they explode and you'll have to go get bigger. 4.0 - Chompy Hats not only gets one of these hats
simple, but it's also fun and a good way to get feathers. Chompy Hunt is one of the greatest mini-games and you will soon think so too. Below is a table of all different kinds of Chompy Hats: Image title kills obligatory image title kills required Ogre Bowman 30 Forester 400 Bowman 40 Ogre Bowmaster 550 Ogre Yeoman 50 Bowmaster
700 Yeoman 70 Ogre Expert 1000 Ogre Marksman 9 5 Expert 1300 Marksman 125 Ogre Dragon Archer 1700 Ogre Woodsman 170 Dragon Archer 2250 Woodsman 225 Expert Ogre Dragon Archer 3000 Ogre Forester 300 Expert Dragon Archer 4000 If You Manage to Reach 4000 Kills You'll be in addition to getting a chompy hat, get an
extra 30,000 oscillated xp. 5.0 - Frequently asked questions: I lost my Ogre Bellows! What do I do? A: north of The Ranch until you see the entrance to the cave, enter it and open your chest on the northwest corner (Photo). The question is: How long does it take to kill Chompy? A: It depends on your range A 40-50 Rangers level can kill
them in 2 hits overall, 60 and above, could easily kill in one hit. Picking up arrows would be a good idea so you can reuse them. What levels are needed to cut down Achey trees and fletch them? A: Ogre arrow shafts/headless arrows/arrows all require level 5 fletching. Achey trees require a level 1 woodcut cut. In: What range is needed to
use ogrove bows? A: You need a range of 30 and above. What happens if you lose an onion? Or get a Chompy Hat? Does the murder graph drop? A: If you lose Ogre Bow, talk to Rank and he will give you a new one for a small fee of 500-600 coins. Your murder count doesn't reset; the same applies to getting a Chompy Hat. Your
account of murder remains the same. If you get a kill count on the final hat, you'll get all the other hats as well. Original author: Still rich. Today we will talk about the OSRS Big chompy bird hunting quest. In this quest, Ranz Ogre, who lives in a cave in the eastern part of Feldip Hills with his children, Faye and the beetles will give you a
task. He will ask you to help him catch a urge bird so he can feed his children. Skills Requirements for this OSRS Big chompy bird hunting quest you need: 30 Cooking5 Fletching30 Ranged Items for OSRS Big Chompy Bird Hunting quest 4 Wolf Bones, Cabbage, Tomato (They can be obtained during the quest) Onion, Potatoes, Equa
Leaves, Doogle Leaves (They can be obtained during the quest)Chisel and knifeFeathers 25 - 100Axe Featured elements of Feldip Hills teleport (s) ring duelSuper energy or Stamina potionsGraceful outfitNe Armor and Weapon Starting Point quest To launch the OSRS Big chompy bird hunting quest you have to say you can get there
using Feldip Hills to teleport the Nightmare zone mini-game group Finder, or Fabulous Rings. Chop down five Achey trees that are nearby and then use a knife on the logs and make them in arrow shafts. Use the feathers on the arrow shafts, following use a chisel on the wolf's bones to make them in arrow tips. Once this is done, you can
use arrow tips on flying over the arrows to make the ogre arrows. After you have made more than six arrows of ogna, go back to Ranz and talk to him. He will take six arrows and tell you about the swamp toads, which his children love to play with. Ask Rank all the questions that are listed, otherwise you won't be able to open the chest
later. The cave go north and enter the cave, talk to the children of the Ranch in the cave. They'll tell you that Ranz locked their ogre furs in his chest. The chest is closed and weighed with a large rock. You can find it in the northwest corner of the cave, click on it to try to unlock the chest. Depending on your strength level, you will either fail
or achieve But keep trying until you unlock it. Search Search chest to find some ogre furs and get out of the cave. Head southwest of Ranch until you see a small swamp. Stand on the west side of the swamp next to a dead tree, there is a safe place. Use your ogre furs to swamp bubbles around the swamp and fill them with gas. Then use
the furs on the toad to get the bloated toad and you will catch it and put it in your inventory. Take three toads. Hunting and Cooking Chompy Bird Back to Rantz and talk to him. It will show you where you need to place toads to lure chompy birds. You'll see a yellow flashing arrow on your mini card that marks where you need to go. Throw
three bloated legs and then go back to Ranz and talk to him.  Now you have to wait for the Chompy bird to appear, Ranz will shoot, but he will miss him so he will blame him on the ogre arrows that you made. Talk to him again and he will give you a bow, equip a bow and arrow. Then kill the chompy bird when it is done to rip the carcass
and take a raw chompy.  Talk to The Ranch, who will ask you to cook it, make sure you have all six ingredients in your inventory. Ranz will name a special ingredient that he wants the bird to be cooked with. Go back to the cave and talk to the kids and ask them what they want. Use the bird on a spit north of the Ranch, holding all three
ingredients. Give delicious seasoned cooked chompy bird Rantz and the quest will be completed. Awards for OSRS Big Chompy Bird Hunt quest 2 quest points262 Fletching Experience1,470 Cooking experience735 Range experience experience
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